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Smarter
A smart revolving cable channel and an intriguing
and innovative operating panel, based on the user’s
needs, facilitate the use.

Faster
The fastest desk in the world is nearly just as quick
in its movement as its user. In any case twice as
fast as a desk with common motor-operated height
adjustment.

Beautiful
Different leg options harmonize with different room
situations and architectural styles. Finely tuned
details lend a pleasant calmness to each single desk
model.
Design: WINI Design & Uwe Sommerlade

Do it
Our aim was to create a desk, which in every detail and
function, from production to installation down to its
daily use, focusses on the user and his needs.
Intuitive desk control to please the user and motivate
to change posture more frequently.
Personalisation of the desk with individually adaptable design elements and work tools boost the user’s
identification with his workplace and creates a relaxed
working atmosphere.
Combined, all these factors improve the worker’s wellbeing and have a positive effect on motivation and
efficiency.
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Smarter

Operating
Mapping
The desk’s motion is translated to
the desk control one-to-one.

Child’s play

The control panel is integrated ﬂush
into the desktop, either on the left
or on the right.

The absolute error-free operation of
the desk control improves motivation and the frequency of posture
changes.
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Integrated desk control

The handy size and the absence
of buttons and displays gives the
impression of simplicity which can
be discovered in the actual use
(Lego Principle).

To date
The sliding desktop allows access to
the cable channel but the view from
the front is somewhat restricted.

Lift
Together with the sliding desktop
the cable channel lifts up and
comes into full view. This improves access to the cable channel
considerably und allows for a more
comfortable cable management.
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In reach

Speed

Highspeed
Optionally the motor-operated leg column
of WINEA FLOW can move considerably faster than other desks with motor-operated
height adjustment.
To the user’s great advantage he can now
move the desk from 650 to 1250 mm in
half the time used before.
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It goes without saying that all good characteristics of the standard motor column like
low power consumption, high load capacity,
collision detection… remain.

Construction kit
Easy assembling
The desk is assembled with the desktop
placed on the ﬂoor, leaving all steps of
the workﬂow clearly laid out and allow
for easy assembly.

Add-on components
Apart from the innovative cable channel multiple, easy to install upgrading
elements are available.
• Acoustic screens
• Juxtaposed storage
• Cable management
• Integrated rail
• Modesty panel

Modular traverse system
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All component parts – design variants,
leg options, add-on elements, desktops
- are connected to the traverse and
can easily be removed.

Leg option variance

HV +

HV

KB +

HE-KD

Fixed height

Height adjustable
with push button

Height adjustable
with quick crank

Motor-operated
height adjustment

Speedy motor-operated
height adjustment

74 cm

65 - 85 cm

74 -124 cm

38 mm/s
65 -125 cm

65 -125 cm

. adjustable in
increments of 1 cm

. 3 cm pass per turn
of crank

. Soft acceleration and
deceleration
. 0.1 Watt power consumption
in Standby
. Integrated PIEZO collision
detection
. circuit breaker to prevent
overload

. Soft acceleration and
deceleration
. 0.1 Watt power consumption in Standby
. Integrated PIEZO collision
detection
. circuit breaker to prevent
overload
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STARR

Leg designs

DUO workstation

T leg

A leg

Leg design variance
All leg designs can be combined
with all leg options.

Panel leg
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DUO workstation
with panel leg

T leg

Unobtrusive
Hiding the head piece from view
lends calmness and distinctiveness to the side view, leaving the
stability unaﬀected.

Die cast cantilever
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The lean leg section ends harmoniously
in an aluminium cantilever. The optional
rounded edges of the desktop ﬁnd their
counterparts in the shape of the desk
control and the die cast cantilever.

A leg

CNC
The up-to-date production allows
standard manufacturing of radii and
shapes that are perfectly matched to
the desk.

Solid wood
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Four solid oak legs instead of the usual
cantilevers break the familiar picture of
an oﬃce desk and invite a bit of high
class living room atmosphere into to
the oﬃce world.

Panel leg

Cables
The panels are housing the leg column like a
carcass, with a removable revision side and
allowing to use the resulting space for cable
management. The inside oﬀers enough room
for power units and cables.

Felt
Surrounding felt inlays lend a
homely character to the desk and
allow for playful corresponding
with other textile elements at the
desk or in the room.

Compact

Surfaces

Calmness exudes from the compact
side view of the desk and brings the
architecture into focus.

The panel legs correspond with the
desktops. They are available in the
same ﬁnishes and colours and can be
chosen in a harmonizing or exciting
contrasting design.
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DUO Workstation
Individual
While based on the same leg structure
each desk can be height adjusted and
used to personal preferences.

Reduced design
Similar to the panel legs of the single
desks the panel is clipped to the
existing leg structure, creating a cosy
and comfortable workplace in the
twinkling of an eye.

The reduced design with its
simple leg columns meets all
technical demands and oﬀers
a remarkable stability, allowing
the DUO workstations to meet
any requirements.
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Panel leg

Desktop shapes

Rectangular desktop

Conference desk
The slightly curved barrel shape
complements the high quality.
A leg made from solid wood.

Rectangular desktop with
rounded edges

Barrel shape

Barrel shape
with rounded edges

Brush

Cut-out at back of
desktop for cable guiding.

Brush at back of
desktop for cable guiding.

Ellipse
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